1. Proposals based on Ordnance Survey mapping to be confirmed by on-site measurements prior to construction.
2. For new sign information, including mounting requirements, refer to Schedule S4.
3. Permanent road markings shall be thermoplastic material in accordance with BS EN 1436.
4. Where existing road markings are to be masked out by black colour paint this shall comply with BS 7962:2000 with Amendment 1, dated 2004. The black masking materials shall have a minimum class of 2 skid resistance to Table 8 of BS EN 1436.
5. Traffic management to be in accordance with TSM Chapter 5.

NOTES:
1. PROPOSALS BASED ON ORDNANCE SURVEY MAPPING TO BE CONFIRMED BY ON-SITE MEASUREMENTS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
2. FOR NEW SIGN INFORMATION, INCLUDING MOUNTING REQUIREMENTS, REFER TO SCHEDULE S4.
3. PERMANENT ROAD MARKINGS SHALL BE THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH BS EN 1871.
4. WHERE EXISTING ROAD MARKINGS ARE TO BE MASKED OUT BY BLACK COLOUR PAINT THIS SHALL COMPLY WITH BS 7962:2000 WITH AMENDMENT 1, DATED 2004.
5. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH TSM CHAPTER 5.
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HEALTH & SAFETY:
Graphical Representation of Risk Information on Drawing

Indicates a residual risk as a warning
Indicates a residual risk requiring compulsory action
Indicates a residual risk requiring a prohibitive action
Indicates a residual risk for information

STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS PLANT - UTILITIES IN CARRIAGeway. REFER TO STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS PLANS.

LIVE TRAFFIC - THROUGHOUT SCHEME EXTENTS
PRIVATE ACCESS - ACCESS FOR PRIVATE VEHICLES MUST BE MAINTAINED.
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S004

Key - General:
Existing Controlled Crossing
Existing Uncontrolled Crossing

Key - Traffic Signs & Road Markings:
Traffic signs:
Traffic Sign reference no.
Frame to be stabilised using sandbags with protection traffic cones.
Traffic sign mounted on lighting column / existing post
Traffic sign mounted on new post
Traffic sign mounted on existing sign post facing west pointing north.
Traffic sign mounted on existing sign post facing east pointing south.
Traffic sign mounted on existing lighting column facing east pointing north.